Abstract. Evaporation of water from the Earth’s surface into the atmosphere is central to the terrestrial energy, water and carbon cycle. Remote sensing approaches to measure evaporation (ET) combine observable inputs to the energy and water balance within statistical or process-based methodologies. These ET products draw on satellite observations from across the electro-magnetic spectrum. The ET retrievals are grouped in two main categories. One category includes approaches that combine meteorological descriptions of potential evaporation with a range of strategies to estimate evaporative stress. A second category includes surface energy balance approaches that retrieve latent heat from the thermal signatures. For each category a practical implementation example is described, including an outlook on progress towards multi-model assessment of global evaporation.
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Chapter 1. Remote Sensing of Evaporation

In most general terms, evaporation is the process by which a substance is transformed from its liquid state into vapor. To a hydrologist, evaporation (E) refers specifically to the volume of water that evaporates in a given time-period from the Earth’s surface into the atmosphere. Evaporation of water completes the hydrological cycle for ~60 % of the precipitation that falls on the land areas of the Earth [e.g. Brutsaerd, 1991, Oki and Kanae, 2006]. This exchange of water vapor between surface and atmosphere is associated with a large transfer of energy in the form of latent heat, the conversion of thermal energy into the molecular formation of water vapor from liquid. Latent energy is the dominant source of atmospheric heating when it is liberated through condensation. The process of evaporation and condensation transfers more than half of the annual solar energy received by the Earth’s land masses to the atmosphere [Brutsaerd, 1991]. Evaporation also accompanies the exchange of carbon dioxide and oxygen between growing vegetation and the atmosphere.

Despite this central role for evaporation as a link between the energy, water, and carbon cycles it is one of the least constrained components of the hydrological cycle in land surface models (LSM). Evaporation is difficult to measure remotely because it lacks a direct electromagnetic fingerprint that can be exploited by satellite retrievals. Even if the bulk portion of available energy that is diverted to latent heat can be estimated as a residual of the surface energy balance, the attribution to its source water reservoirs often depends on physical model assumptions. In order to improve estimates of overall evaporation and gain process understanding of the coupled carbon and water cycle, it is important to accurately estimate the partitioning of the bulk water flux into soil and vegetation source components. This is because the immediate source of liquid water that evaporates into the atmosphere determines the relative importance of meteorological, biophysiological, and hydrological controls on evaporation. The pathway of the water molecule also affects the circulation rate of the hydrological cycle, with implications for the prediction of available renewable freshwater resources [Oki and Kanae, 2006].

Passive sources of water for evaporation respond predominantly to meteorological conditions in proportion with water availability and surface texture. There is no biological control on these processes. If the immediate source is the moisture in the soil it is called soil evaporation. Globally this constitutes 20-
40% of the total evaporation. Similar to this is evaporation from open water bodies like lakes, rivers, but also temporary pools of rainwater, snow and ice. A special case of a temporary source of water are pools or drops of water in the canopy that develop when rainwater is intercepted by the leaves. When this water evaporates before it reaches the soil it is referred to as evaporation of intercepted water (or interception for short) and can account for 10-35% of the incident precipitation in forests [Miralles et al. 2011]. Finally, some rainwater (or water from sprinkler irrigation [Cavera et al. 2009]) evaporates before it reaches the ground, but this source of latent heat is typically neglected in land surface models.

In contrast to these passive sources of water for evaporation, the water contained in vegetation tissue is subject to biophysical regulation which can act to moderate the influence of evaporative demand. Plants are also connected to a larger soil reservoir through the root network which may sustain the water supply through periods of drought. When leaf-water evaporates it is called transpiration (T), which reflects its role as the main leaf-cooling process and can affect regional temperatures [e.g. Mueller et al. 2015]. Transpiration is the dominant pathway for the total Evapotranspiration (ET) and is estimated to account for two-thirds of global land ET based on flux tower measurements [Jasechko et al. 2013, Schlesinger and Jasechko 2014]. While transpiration helps to keep plants cool, it is also a necessary side-effect of the plants need to breath in CO₂ for photosynthesis and sustain their growth. The biomass yield per unit of water use (crop-per-drop) is an important indicator of agricultural efficiency in water limited regions. Estimating crop water requirements and comparing it to antecedent precipitation is also a straightforward way to assess irrigation requirements [Allen et al. 1998]. If the rate of water loss cannot be matched by water uptake from the roots, the leaf water potential drops, and ultimately the leaves will wilt. Different species of plants may have different strategies for optimizing their carbon gain while limiting the associated water loss through transpiration and this complicates the modeling of ecosystem response to drought [Konings and Gentine, 2016, Konings et al. 2017]. Combined with a longer-term (climatological) baseline, remote sensing estimates of ET are used for (agricultural) drought monitoring [Anderson et al. 2007, Otkin et al. 2016].

Techniques for direct measurement of evaporation include the eddy-covariance (EC) method, Bowen ratio energy balance, and measurement of water loss with lysimeters or mass-balance methods see e.g. Allen et al. [2011] for details. Gas exchange measurements through the EC flux system is now a standard component of the experimental set-up of flux towers, many of which are organized in a global network that includes over 200 towers (Fluxnet [Baldocchi et al., 2001]). EC systems have also been mounted on aircraft to measure gas exchange in the boundary layer over larger areal domains [e.g. Anderson et al. 2008, Wolfe et al. 2018]. These in situ measurements are invaluable for the development and validation of process descriptions due to their continuous diurnal sampling and wealth of collocated instrumentation. However, to achieve regular monitoring of areal evaporation over land these sparse tower and aircraft measurements need to be combined with sustained satellite remote sensing. This chapter gives a broad overview of the satellite data products (1.1.) and the types of observation-based methodologies (1.2) employed in the remote estimation of terrestrial evaporation at diverse spatial domains. Two specific examples of contrasting remote-sensing strategies for estimating evaporation over land are detailed in 1.3 and 1.4. A brief discussion of more recent developments is included in 1.5.

1.1. Satellite measurements for Evaporation retrievals.

There is no single frequency-band that gives a unique fingerprint of evaporation of water into the atmosphere. Remote-sensing approaches for estimating evaporation from space typically rely on an assortment of more readily measurable meteorological and biophysical variables. This makes remote-
sensing of evaporation reliant on several unique parts of the electro-magnetic spectrum, from the visible, through infrared and microwave parts of the spectrum.

Many aspects of the vegetation state can be deduced from specific spectral features in the visible to shortwave infrared part of the spectrum. Such information is traditionally summarized in vegetation indices (VI) like leaf area index (LAI), and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), and used for land classification. Simple relationships have been developed to estimate areal vegetation fraction from LAI [Carlson et al. 1997]. VI in combination with precipitation and air temperature has some explanatory information on monthly ET measurements. This was utilized by Jung et al [2010] who trained a machine learning method on global flux tower observations of ET (Fluxnet) to predict global (monthly) land evaporation for 1982 to 2008 from satellite records of NDVI. Meteorological information like cloud properties and the resulting shortwave and longwave radiative budget of the land surface are dependent on measurements in the visible to infrared parts of the spectrum (e.g. CERES). Several authors have demonstrated the ability to retrieve more detailed plant functional traits and biophysical parameters from the spectral reflectance [e.g. Serbin et al. 2014; Frankenberg et al. 2011], but these have not yet been incorporated in global ET measurement approaches.

The microwave part of the spectrum has wavelengths of 1 mm to 1 m. These longer waves can penetrate soil, vegetation, and clouds to varying degrees depending on exact wave-length. Microwaves convey information on water content and temperature from the intervening soil, vegetation, and atmospheric layers. Since 1979, space-based passive-microwave (PMW) radiometers measure the emitted radiative energy at frequencies chosen for a variety of remote sensing applications. Their low spatial resolution (10-40 km) is appropriate for continental or global approaches. Radars are used to measure the microwave reflectance at somewhat higher resolution and are important for precipitation measurement [Smith et al. 2007; Skofronick-Jackson 2017], and surface humidity [Jackson et al. 2009, Tomita et al. 2018]. PMW land surface measurements with particular relevance to ET estimation are long-term soil moisture records [e.g. Dorigo et al. 2017]. PMW observations also convey information on vegetation optical depth [Owe et al. 2008] which can be used to estimate vegetation water content or biomass [Liu et al., 2013; Momen et al 2017], and land surface temperature (LST) [Prigent et al. 2016; Holmes et al., 2016].

The most important part of the spectrum for the remote measurement of ET is the thermal infrared (TIR) region from 1-16 micron. Because the phase change of water from liquid to gas represents such a large sink in the surface energy balance, the thermal fingerprint is the most direct diagnostic of latent heat available to remote sensing. This is exploited by surface energy balance approaches (see below) that can leverage the high spatial resolution of TIR-based land surface temperature (LST). Satellites provide thermal radiance with spatial resolutions down to 30 m from low Earth orbit (e.g. Landsat-8 with a bi-weekly revisit time). More moderate spatial resolution but almost daily sampling is afforded by large-swath imagers like VIIRS (375 m), MODIS (1 km). Multi-band thermal infrared radiometers are also available from satellites in geostationary orbit, resulting in diurnal sampling at lower spatial resolution, e.g. 5-minute temporal and 4 km spatial sampling for the GOES Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI), and MSG-SEVIRI (3 km, 15 minute). The accuracy of the LST retrieval depends on the ability to simultaneously estimate spectral emissivity, which depends on the number of thermal bands. Clouds are almost completely opaque to TIR emission which prevents the retrieval of TIR-based LST from cloud-covered surfaces. It can also impact the analysis of surrounding clear-sky surfaces if clouds are not adequately screened. The efficacy of the cloud screening is an important factor in the precision of LST product and is aided by additional thermal channels.
1.2. Evaporation Retrieval approaches

ET retrieval approaches combine observable drivers within statistical or process-based methodologies. These process descriptions make use of the concept of potential evaporation ($E_p$), which is the rate of evaporation that a large area with growing vegetation would sustain if there is no limit on water availability. It is used to in models to represent the atmospheric demand for water, and depends on meteorological conditions like surface humidity, net radiation, wind speed, and near-surface temperature gradients. Only in humid areas does the actual evaporation approach (or surpass) the potential for a large part of the year. The challenge is in estimating the actual evaporation from space, because it also depends on the surface hydrology and biophysical state of the surface.

There are two main categories of satellite-based methodologies to estimate the actual evaporation of water from the land surface. The first category includes methods that combine top-down $E_p$ estimates with a bottom-up estimate of evaporative stress, or reduction from evaporative demand, that is based on statistical parameterizations and observation-informed surface states. The second category of methodologies takes an entirely top-down approach and solves for actual evaporation as a residual of the surface energy balance (EB). Although $E_p$ is used to give context to the estimated $E$, it is not a driving dataset in energy-balance solutions.

There are several approaches to parameterize $E_p$ and evaporative stress that have been adapted to available satellite data sets. The first set of algorithms implements the Penman-Monteith (P-M) formulation [Monteith 1965] (e.g. Cleugh et al. 2007, Mu et al. 2011). The P-M formulation accounts for energy limitations, aerodynamic resistance and stomatal conductance in its estimate of $E_p$, and parameterizes surface resistance based on VI’s and surface humidity. The meteorological input requirements can be demanding for global implementation. The Priestley & Taylor [1972] (P-T) formulation is derived from the Penman-Monteith equations for a scenario with plentiful water so that the stomatal resistance is zero. P-T estimates of $E_p$ are only based on insolation and temperature, which makes them more readily applicable to satellite measurements than the P-M methods. P-T applications must be combined with a way to estimate the reduction from the potential evaporation rate to account for hydrological or biophysical restrictions in water availability. Fisher et al. [2008] used estimates of water vapor pressure to parameterize water availability for soil evaporation, and VI’s and air temperature to parameterize vegetation stress. This approach made use of the long satellite record of NDVI and net radiation to produce monthly ET estimates from 1984-2006 (PT-JPL). Another distinct approach to estimate evaporative stress is to combine P-T with a running-water-balance with inputs of precipitation and assimilation of soil moisture measurements [Miralles et al. 2011, Martens et al. 2017]. The evaporative stress is subsequently parameterized based on prognostic model states, similar to methods employed by land surface models but with a more direct use of land surface remote sensing, see detailed description below (1.3).

In contrast to these bottom-up approaches to estimating evaporative stress, energy balance approaches estimate actual evaporation directly from the thermal fingerprint of the latent heat flux. This is the reason that EB approaches are regarded as more purely diagnostic in comparison to approaches that include prognostic information. EB approaches have a long legacy and have found wide application in agricultural studies that benefit from the high spatial resolution afforded by TIR-based imagers. All EB approaches solve for $E$ as the residual of the surface energy balance (net radiation – ground heat flux – sensible heat flux). The first group of larger scale EB approaches treat evaporation as a single bulk flux that includes soil and vegetation sources (e.g. SEBAL [Bastiaanssen et al., 1998], SEBS [Su, 2002], METRIC
Allen et al., 2007], and SSEB [Senay et al., 2016]). They evaluate the energy balance at ‘dry’ and ‘wet’ extremes and estimate ET between these extremes based on the spatial variation of internally calibrated temperature within the scene of the satellite image. These EB implementations rely on accurate estimation of the temperature difference between surface and air for the estimation of sensible heat. This is challenging to apply to larger domains due to the inherent biases in the independent estimation of air and surface temperatures.

Two-source EB approaches consider soil and vegetation as separate ‘sources’ for heat and water exchange. They partition LST and net radiation between soil and canopy components and use these to solve a set of physical equations that represent the turbulent flux exchanges between the soil, canopy and atmosphere [Kustas and Norman, 1999; Norman et al., 1995]. These early applications face the same challenge in estimating consistent surface and air temperatures over large areas as the one-source approaches. Regional applications of EB approaches are enabled when the impact of errors in the LST and air temperature boundary conditions are reduced. Anderson et al. [2007] achieves this by basing the physical retrieval of the two-source EB approach on the rate of change in surface temperature during the morning. This reduces the impact of errors in the absolute (instantaneous) LST and air temperature retrievals and forms the basis of a multi-scale integrated approach to estimating ET that is detailed in Section 1.4.

1.3. GLEAM, a Water Balance Approach to estimating Evaporative Stress

An example of a bottom-up approach to estimating evaporative stress is GLEAM: Global Land Evaporation, Amsterdam Methodology [Miralles et al., 2011, Martens et al. 2017]. It contains an observation-driven LSM specifically tailored to estimate global ET for long-term climatological analysis (e.g. Miralles nature). The LSM consists of a multi-layer running-water-balance to estimate root zone water. Inputs to the water-balance are observed precipitation, and soil moisture observations (from PMW sensors). Central to this methodology is the use of P-T formulations to model potential evaporation based on insolation and temperature inputs (see 1.1).

The actual evaporation and transpiration are calculated as a fraction of Ep using parameterizations of evaporative stress. The stress is partly based on the modelled water availability in the surface layers which accounts for past precipitation, evaporation and drainage. Estimates of evaporative stress for vegetation further account for vegetation water content through PMW measurements of vegetation optical depth. GLEAM includes separate stress functions and α for three dynamic surface components that contribute to ET: bare soil, short vegetation, tall vegetation.

GLEAM features the first global implementation of the Gash analytic model for the estimation of evaporation of intercepted rain water [Gash, 1979, Valente et al. 1997]. The volume of water that evaporates from the wet canopy during and immediately after a rain storm is estimated as a fraction of daily rainfall. The model parameters further account for canopy cover fraction, canopy storage, mean rainfall rates, and evaporation rates during wet canopy conditions [Miralles et al. 2010]. A novel feature is the use of observed lightning frequency [Cecil et al. 2014] to distinguish synoptic from convective precipitation to account for the associated differences in rain rates.

Snow depth estimates from PMW observations are used to divert precipitation into a snowpack that is subject to sublimation before the eventual melt and entry into the soil water reservoir. The contribution of lakes and rivers is not modelled so that the total evaporation estimated by GLEAM only refers to the land fraction of the total surface area.
GLEAM is designed to be implemented for the entire duration of the modern satellite record and has been used to create daily ET records at 0.25-degree resolution from 1980 to present. These long-term ET records have been used in a series of recent hydrological and climate studies to study the impact of climate change and El Nino Southern oscillations on the water cycle, Land–atmosphere feedbacks, hydrometeorological extremes, benchmarking and evaluating climate models (Zhang et al. 2016, Miralles et al. 2013).

1.4. ALEXI: An integrated framework for two-source EB Estimates of Evaporation

The Atmosphere-Land Exchange Inverse (ALEXI) model [Anderson et al., 2007; Mecikalski et al., 1999] combines two-source energy balance models [Kustas and Norman, 1999; Norman et al., 1995] with atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) formulations for regional ET estimation. Model outputs include total ET, and estimates of soil evaporation and transpiration separately, with partitioning guided in part by the local vegetation cover fraction. ALEXI enables regional application of the two-source EB by basing the physical retrieval on the rate of change in surface temperature during the morning, reducing the impact of errors in the absolute (instantaneous) LST retrievals and in the air temperature boundary conditions.

The available energy is based on top-of-atmosphere short-wave and long-wave radiances, albedo estimates, and long-wave radiation calculated from LST according to Stefan-Boltzman’s law. Ground heat flux is estimated as a fixed percent of net radiation. LAI is used for partitioning incoming radiation [Anderson et al. 1997]. A set of equations describes the energy balance for soil to atmosphere fluxes and vegetation to atmosphere.

The ABL model simulates the changes in air temperature between the time of the morning LST observation (ideally 1 hour after sunrise) and the mid-day observation (ideally 1 hour before solar noon). The ABL-modeled air temperature at a reference height above the canopy provides a boundary condition that is consistent with the surface fluxes generated by the EB model. P-T Ep serves as an initial estimate for canopy evaporation and is iteratively reduced until the closed energy balance produces soil evaporation that is non-negative. This procedure is based on the assumption that no condensation occurs during clear-sky daytime hours [Kustas and Norman 1999, 2000].

Although ALEXI was developed for geostationary sensors [Anderson et al., 2007], global implementations with MODIS-LST [Hain and Anderson, 2017; Holmes et al., 2018] are now routinely available through NASA’s Short-term Prediction Research and Transition (SPoRT). Combined with a long-term climatological record, the ratio of ALEXI ET over Ep is also used as an evaporative stress index to diagnose and monitor agricultural drought conditions [Anderson et al. 2011], see also chapter on drought. Because an EB-model like ALEXI does not model water availability it can be used to identify neglected sources and sinks of water in LSM’s, such as groundwater depth, irrigation extent, and tile drainage density [Yilmaz et. al 2014; Hain et al. 2015].

Importantly, ALEXI is part of an integrated framework of multi-scale ET estimation [Anderson et al., 2011] that also includes a flux disaggregation scheme (disALEXI: Norman et al., [2003], Anderson et al., [2004]). DisALEXI utilizes higher resolution LST measurements (e.g. Landsat, or airborne platforms) to disaggregate the continental scale physical ALEXI retrievals of daily ET. On the days with high-resolution thermal observations this approach compares well with eddy-covariance measurements from flux towers. In a final step to the multi-scale ET analysis framework, the Spatial and Temporal Adaptive Reflectance Fusion Model (STARFM) [Gao et al., 2006] is applied to generate a time-continuous, daily ET product at the fine spatial resolution of the disALEXI output. This ET fusion approach has been successfully demonstrated over rain-fed and irrigated cotton, corn and soybean fields [Cammalleri et al., 2014; Yang
et al., 2017b], irrigated vineyards [Semmens et al., 2015], as well as forested landscapes [Yang et al., 2017a].

1.5. New developments

Inter-model comparisons of global evaporation products show that they are able to capture important aspects of seasonality and spatial distribution related to climate regimes [Jimenez et al. 2011, Mueller et al. 2013, Michel et al. 2016, Miralles et al. 2016, McCabe et al. 2016]. However, these studies also reveal a lack of agreement between models in terms of the relative contribution of soil evaporation, plant transpiration and evaporation of the intercepted water to the total evaporation at a global scale. This reflects the large uncertainties of the contribution of transpiration [Wei et al. 2017], but also the treatment of interception as a distinct process. In general, current LSM’s are found to underestimate the transpiration contribution to global E compared to estimates from in situ data, satellite products and isotope measurements [Schlesinger and Jasechko 2014]. These disagreements in the ratio of T to total ET are a significant contributor to uncertainty in long-term predictions of changes in the coupled carbon and water cycle. New measurements that can be used to better estimate photosynthetic activity [Frankenberg et al. 2011], and thus water loss through transpiration, may allow for better observational constraints on the evaporation estimation.

Although surface energy balance approaches have a long legacy, long consistent records of global-scale ET estimates based on EB approach were not available until recently. This explains the lack of representation of EB approaches in the global evaporation comparisons discussed above, with SEBS as the lone exception. As was shown in Section 1.4, this situation is now changing and future assessments of global evaporation may be able to draw upon the full range of evaporation estimation approaches. Another development that will enhance the utility for EB approaches to climate science is in the application of more cloud-tolerant microwave observations to the estimation of LST [Holmes et al. 2009, 2016]. This is intended to solve a central limitation of TIR-based LST, that no surface information penetrates clouds in the TIR frequency bands. This effectively limits (and biases) the temporal sampling of TIR-based approaches to clear conditions. The utility of microwave-based LST for EB estimates of evaporation has been demonstrated in the context of the ALEXI framework [Holmes et al. 2018]. A full integration of PMW LST into the ALEXI framework will reduce the need for interpolation between days with clear-sky conditions and reduce uncertainty related to cloud filtering efficacy.
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